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����  Specifications

�� Item �� Characteristics
����	
 Operating temperature range(�) �40+85
����	
 Rated voltage range(V) 3~63
�����	
 Nominal capacitance range(�F) 0.1~470
��������� Capacitance tolerance(%) �20�20�,120Hz�
��� Leakage current(�A) I 0.01CRUR� 3����� �

UR (V) 3 4 6.3 10 16 25 35 50 63
tg! 0.35 0.35 0.24 0.20 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.08"#$%&' Dissipation factor(tg!) (20�,120Hz)

UR (V) 3 4 6.3 10 16 25 35 50 63
Z-40�/ Z+20� 12 12 8 8 6 4 3 3 3

���� Temperature characteristics

(120Hz)

() time 1000*( 1000 hours
��+,- Capacitance change �20%./0�'12 Within�20% of the initial value
��� Leakage current  ./3�' Not more than the Initial specified value 

"#$%&' Dissipation factor  200%./3�' Not more than 200% of the Initial specified 
value 

45� Load life�+85�� 

() time 500*( 500 hours
��+,- Capacitance change �20%./0�'12 Within�20% of the initial value
��� Leakage current  ./3�' Not more than the Initial specified value

"#$%&' Dissipation factor  200%./3�' Not more than 200% of the Initial specified 
value 

6�78 Shelf life�+85�� 

9:;<=>���� 30?@AB 24C 48*(D)09E
After test: UR to be applied for 30 minutes, 24 to 48 hours before measurement.

ESR��� tg�/�c �=1/2�f�f=50Hz�

D�0.5 4 5 6.3 8

7 7 7 7

F�0.5 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.5

d�0.1 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.50

+1.0
0L
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��  Tests
��  Item 9:FG  Test conditions �HIJ  Requirements

KLM"N  No visible damage

OC/C  �15%

tg!  ./3�' Initial specified value
PQ��

Surge voltage

��+15+35�A=>3�RPQ�� 1.15S WV(4VT 1.1WV)A
U� 30VAW� 5? 30VAXYZ 1000[E 
At +15+35�Aapplying the Us 1.15WV (4V:1.1WV) 1000 cycles of 30s 
on and 330s off.

I  ./3�' Initial specified value

OC/C  �20%

tg!  200%./3�' Initial specified value
45�

Load life

+85�=>���� 1000*(,\] 16*(;:
After applying rated voltage for 1000 hours at +85�and then resumed 16 
hours:

I  ./3�' Initial specified value

OC/C  �20%

tg!  200%./3�' Initial specified value6�78

Shelf life

+85�A500*(Â =>��E9:;<=>���� 30?@A
B 24C 48*(D)09E
+85�A500 hours. No voltage applied. After test: UR to be applied for 30 
minutes, 24 to 48 hours before measurement.. I  ./3�' Initial specified value

_`ab�

Tension strength
IEC 68-2-219: Ua1<cd 10NA10V
IEC 68-2-21 Test Ua1<Loading force 10N for 10s

KLM"Ne�fgh

No visible damage, marking legible.

Li�

Solder ability

IEC 68-2-209: Tajk 1<ilm��T 235�5�Anop�
qrs 1.5�0.5mmAnotu()T 2�0.5VE 
 IEC 68-2-20 Test Ta means1: Tank temperature: 235� 5� , 
Impregnating depth:off substance 1.5�0.5mm , Impregnating time:2�
0.5s.

_`aRvwRxyAilz{�|A_`a}~E

Tin and wet coat the lead wire.

4i��

Resistance  to
soldering heat

IEC 68-2-209: Tbjk 1A<ilm��T 260�5�Anop�
qrs 1.5�0.5mmAnotu()T 10�1VE 
IEC 68-2-20 Test Tb means 1A: Tank temperature: 260� 5� , 
Impregnating depth: off substance1.5�0.5mm, Impregnating time: 10�
1s.

KLM"NA�fghA���+,- �5%E
No visible damage, marking legible, OC/C �5%.

KLM"N�����`Ae�fghE

No visible damage, no leakage of electrolyte, marking legible.

OC/C  �15%

tg!  120%./3�' Initial specified value

��}�

Stable humidity
(steady state)

IEC 68-2-39: Ca<+40�A}� 9095%A^=>�� 21�E 
IEC 68-2-3 Test Ca<21 days at 40�ARH 90 to 95%Ano voltage applied.

I  ./3�' Initial specified value

4��

Resistance  to
vibration 

IEC 68-2-279: Fc<�-	
 1055HzA��T 0.35mmAtu
()T 3�0.5*(E
IEC 68-2-27 Test Fc�Frequency: 1055Hz, Amplitude: 0.35mm, 3 
direction, 0.5 hours per direction.

KLM"N�����`Ae�fghA���+,-

 �5%E
No visible damage, no leakage of electrolyte, marking legible,O
C/C �5%.

* ��

����

��  Marking
��

����

���

��

�Sample:

��

����

��  No. ��

����

��  Item
� ����  Negative polarity
� ��	
  Rated voltage
� ���  Nominal capacitance
� ����  Products series
� ��  Brand 
� ������  Max. temperature 
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* �� �!"#$%&'()

�� �!"#$%&'()�� �!"#$%&'()

�� �!"#$%&'()  Guidelines For Using Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitor

���� 	!	"#�$%&'()	!	"#��*+,-��	!	".,/0123456789

Upon using Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors, please proper handling and observing to following important points will insure optimum capacitor 
performance and long life.

1.:;	!	"<=�%#   DC electrolytic capacitors are polarized.
>��%,�%��-	"#?@A9BCD�%EF&GH	IJIK	"LM,N�%OP�KO>�#,�

�Q�%	"956:;	!	"O&��RS;9

Make sure of the polarity .The polarity is marked on the body of the capacitor. Application of the reversed voltage may cause a short circuit or 
damage to the capacitor. Use bipolar capacitors when the polarity is not determined or unknown. Note that DC electrolytic capacitors can not be used 
for AC application. 

2.Q�%	"   Bipolar capacitors
TU�RVW	I'�%EX	IY,OU�RZS;'�[\	IY9

They are used only in pulse circuits as well as polarity reverse circuits but not applicable in pure AC or high ripple current. 

3.��	
O]^R��	
   DO not apply voltage greater than rated voltage .
��	
^R��	
,_	;`a^,F&LM	"9bcde	
���	
#fghijklj,	"-b

c#de	
m��F()	"#*+9

If a voltage exceeding the rated voltage is applied, the leakage current will increase, which damage the capacitor. Recommended working 
voltage is 70 to 80 percent of rated voltage. Using capacitors at recommended working voltage prolong capacitor life.

4.O]�n�#[\	;on	"   Do not allow excessive ripple current through the capacitor.
;n	"#[\	;pnqFr,s`GH	"tu,	�vw,Lx	"9on	"#[\	;O]^R

yqr,z{Opn��r# 80%9
The flow of ripple current over permissible ripple current will cause heat of the capacitor, which may decrease the capacitance and damage the 

capacitor. Ripple current on the capacitor must be at or bellow allowable level, generally not more than 80% of the rated current.

5.|}#~�		IY,������#	"   Use specially designed capacitors for the circuits where charge and discharge are 
frequency repeated.
-��|}#��%~�		IY,	"F&�Lx,�#*+D�m������D��J,-��	IY,z

�]������#	"9

In the circuit subjected to rapid charge and discharge cycles, capacitors may be damaged, its life may be shortened by capacitance decrease, 
heat rise, ect. Be sure and use special capacitors in these applications.

6.de����   Operating temperature range.
	"#�%�de�����,-����#��m,��_	;a^,tg�vw�-����m,�'_	;

m�,tg�a^9	"-��#��m��`>�()*+9
The characteristics of capacitors change with the operating temperature. The capacitance and leakage current increase and tg�decrease at 

higher temperatures. The capacitance and leakage current decrease and tg�increase at lower temperature. Usage at lower temperature will ensure 
longer life.

7.�����*+# ¡   Relationship between temperature and life.
	"#*+�¢��#��= ,z{£¤,������ 10¥,¢*+<����m# 2¦,�§¨©ªm«
Life of capacitors has relationship with its used temperature .Generally, if the used temperature is reduced 10¥,life is prolonged twice at rated 

temperature. Here is calculating format:

� � �� �

�� ��

��= ×
−

L1¬����m#*+                  L2¬®��m#*+
Life at rated temperature               Life at actual temperature

T1¬������                      T2¬®����
  Rated used temperature          Actual used temperature

8.¯°de±²   Check operating frequency.
	!	"#	�o³<- 100HzK 120Hzm´ #9µ�]¶·��±²#���m�,tg��±²#���a^,

¸�������9

The capacitance of electrolytic capacitors is usually measured at 100Hz or 120Hz. However , remember that capacitance decrease and tg�
increase as the applied frequency becomes higher whereas the ambient temperature becomes higher.

9.)¹º»�#	",-��.¼��:;	
½¾   Apply rated DC voltage treatment to the capacitors which have been stored 
for a long time.
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)¹º#»�,®°	"#�' tg�¿=À^#ÁÂ,µ�ÃÃ`�_	;a^,Ä
��9)¹º»�Å#	
"½¾,ÆÇÈÉÊ¼:;	
Ë��	
,µÅÌ��9

Long periods of storage have virtually no effect no a capacitor’s capacitance and tg�. Such periods tend, however, to increase leakage current 
and decrease withstand voltage.

After removing capacitors from long-duration storage, First apply a gradually increasing DC voltage to rated voltage and then use them. 

10.	"ÍÎ�Ï�Ð<OÑÒ#   The capacitor case is not insulated from the cathode terminal.
	"#ÍÎ�Ï�Ð<on	!ÓÔÕ#,ªÖ	"#ÍÎ1×�ØIÑÒ,Ù	"#ÚÛÜÝ½,z�]Þß

ÑÒàÊ9

The capacitor’s case and cathode terminal connect through the electrolyte. If the case is to be completely insulated, that insulation must be at 
the capacitor’s mounting point.

11.	"#ÐáKGØO]Ê¼n^#â   Do not apply excessive force to the terminals and leads.
n^#âÊ¼ãÐáKGØA,F&GHGØ#äåKÐágå,X�`GHæçÔÕ#èM9

The excessive strong force applied to the terminals and lead wires may cause leads to break or terminals to separate and, in turn, cause the 
internal contact to fail. 

12.éêëÅ,ØIì#íî   Cleaning of the circuit board after solder dipping.
íîØIìBïðêñK¢�òóô9�õ�ö÷ëøù,úû��Büýþ�ëO�èM,	"O&���ôK�

��ñe�	"íî�,ª��	
,��K���9bc��#íî�ñ�«��,���,	�,���,���,

��'z{#î�ñ9 
Cleaning circuit boards to remove flux or other extraneous matter. To ensure protection for sleeve, marking and sealing materials on capacitor 

body, capacitor should never be washed or cleaned by halogens agents or solvents such as trichlorethylene, xylem or acetone etc. Recommended 
cleaning solvents. Methanol, isopropanol ethanol, isobutanol, petroleumethe, propane and/or commercial detergents.

13.êÕ¹56��'��#¹º   Be cautious of the temperature and duration when soldering.
����	"#÷ëÑÒøù��z�#��9N	"éRêë�¹,bc��- 260¥Bæ,¹ºO]pn 10�

 ,B!C	""#�L9

Soldering irons should be kept away from the vinyl-insulated sleeves of capacitor. When the capacitor dipped in solder bath, recommendable 
within 260¥and 10 seconds to avoid damage of capacitor unit.

14.úûØIìA$#%&   Hole positions on the circuit board.
��úûØIì¹,ÚÛ$���RGØº�,N$�^RK'RGØº�¹,ÚÛ	"¹,s=�âe�ãGØA,

F&GHJI,	ILM,_	;a^9

(Í,êëF&on)*#$üÅ¼d+##GØ$,-ã÷ëøùA,./L0,)B]1234$#%&9

When designing a circuit board, space the position holes equally to the space between lead wires. When the spacing is either greater than or 
less than the capacitor’s leads, mounting the capacitor will apply to the leads, causing short circuits, broken circuits, and increased current.

Otherwise, through-holes on the circuit board as well as lead holes of post-process parts can result in solder splashing onto the vinyl sleeve, 
causing damage. Consider hole positions carefully.


